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The Oregon Hatchery Research Center (OHRC) 
Board Meeting Minutes 

  
 Date: September 18, 2018 
 Time: 9:00am – 2:00pm  
 Location: OHRC – Alsea, Oregon 
  

 

Type of Meeting: Oregon Hatchery Research Center (OHRC) Board 
OHRC Board 
Members: 

Dwight Collins, Brad Halverson, Kyle Smith, Jack Smith (not present), Lindsay 
Ball, Ted Simon, Chuck Pavlik, Scott Starkey, Steve Jacobs, Maureen Hess, 
Craig Busack (not present), Carl Schreck, Bruce McIntosh 

ODFW Staff: Kerrie Tarkinton, Joseph O’Neil, Scott Patterson, Marc Johnson, Chrissy 
Anderson, Jen Krajcik  

OSU Staff and 
Collaborators: 

David Noakes, Michael Garvin, Heather Auld, Michael Blouin, Michael Banks, 
Maryam Kamran 

Public: Carl Finley, Jim Pex, Nancy Machughn 

Introductions and Opening Remarks 
Kyle Smith 
Kyle welcomed everyone and called the meeting to order. 
 
Approval of Board Meeting Minutes from April 3, 2018 
Kyle asked for a motion to approve the April 3, 2018 meeting minutes. 
 
Brad Halverson motioned to approve, Scott Starkey seconded the motion.  
Motion passed unanimously 8:0. 
 
Brad asked for those in attendance to be introduced and welcomed them to the meeting. Michael Banks, 
OSU, Mike Garvin, OSU, Nancy Machughn, retired ODFW Fish Biologist and Jim Pex, Coos STEP volunteer 
were introduced.  

OHRC Operations Report 
Joseph O’Neil  
Joseph gave the Board an update on the intake project currently taking place at the OHRC. The work 
includes bank repair and stabilization.  These and the intake are getting back into good shape. This will be a 
multi-month-long project.  
 
Joyce Mahr is back as the OHRC host. Please welcome her back if you see her around the OHRC. Joyce is 
a retired ODFW employee as well as a returning volunteer host.  
 
The Fall Creek Road paving project is complete. The paved portion of the road is a narrow one lane road with 
very few pull outs. Joseph recommends using CB radio tuned to channel 1 if you have one available while 
traveling on the road and to be aware of logging traffic during the weekdays.  
 
David Noakes  
David wants to remind everyone that there is a lot happening at the OHRC right now and it demands a lot of 
staff time to make sure everything is covered. Please be mindful and patient if you are planning or attending 
something at the OHRC which requires staff assistance.  

Fall Creek Slide Update 

Bruce McIntosh 
Bruce provided an update on the status of the Fall Creek landslide. 
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ODFW’s perspective is that the loop has been closed with Weyerhaeuser.  Weyerhaeuser has taken the 
actions that they needed to take and we are on our own at this point. Bruce recently spent time with the 
ODFW District Forester and they both agree that we already have the very best possible warning system in 
place at the ORHC in the low flow alarms that would sound if Fall Creek were blocked by the slide.   
Chrissy Anderson and Jen Krajcik shared some aerial photos of the slide taken by a drone. By looking at the 
images you can see that the dry summer this year has increased the size of the cracks within the slide. Brad 
asked Jen and staff to consider possibility of ongoing use of private sector drones to update evolution of slide 
fissures. 

Education and Outreach Update 

Jen Krajcik 
Jen provided an OHRC Education and Outreach update. 
 
Jen mentioned that every group that comes to visit the OHRC is told about the Fall Creek slide and given 
evacuation instructions. We have had five small groups visit the OHRC since our last meeting. They learned 
about fish dissection and macroinvertebrates.  
 
Both Jen and Chrissy have been out in the community providing talks and classes at places like the Hatfield 
Marine Science Center (HMSC), Waldport Outdoor School, Valley Forest Camp, South Beach Campground 
(Ranger Talks) and the Lyons Club of Yachats.  
 
Fall spawning observations may not be possible this year due to poor visibility because of silt from the slide. 
 
The June Free Fishing Day was a success. 250 people signed in and 160 of those were children. A three 
year old angler caught his first fish, a nice 6 pound trout.   
 
We held a feed workshop for ODFW Hatchery Technicians in August. In total, 15 hatcheries were 
represented at the workshop. The workshop was well received and we will likely schedule more in the future.  
 
We partnered with HMSC on a workshop for teachers and held an open house at the OHRC for Lincoln 
County teachers. Jen and Joseph are working on a brochure about the OHRC geared specifically towards 
education rather than research.  
 
The Oregon Coast Aquarium staff will attend a retreat at the OHRC this fall. 
 
Fall Festival 2018 will be held on November 3rd. We are making a push to get local families involved this year. 
We are targeting the Alsea and Waldport communities to attend.  

Outreach Update  
Chuck Pavlik  
Chuck noted that his school program typically starts in May. If the gaps in the Fall Creek slide continue to 
get larger over this coming winter he will not be comfortable exposing 100 school children to the possibility of 
a catastrophic event that the slide may cause. At this point the school outreach program is in limbo.  

ODFW Updates 

Brad Halverson  
Brad provided a review of the action items from the April 3rd meeting minutes.  
 
Before Kevin Goodson retired from ODFW he was working on a draft of the 2017 OHRC Annual Report, Brad 
asked for a status update. Marc and Bruce have not yet taken action on this item but will follow up on the 
status of that report. 
 
Brad read a statement from Carl Schreck in the April 3rd minutes. Carl thought there needed to be a 
mechanism for communicating the research outcomes from the OHRC to the hatchery managers and staff. 
Bruce told the Board that they have created a mechanism by hosting quarterly meetings with representatives 
of the OHRC research, the hatchery mangers, Scott Patterson and others. The first meeting was held this 
past Thursday at the Corvallis Research Lab. Brad stated the importance of sharing a summation of these 
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implementation meetings with the Board. Interested BOD members should feel welcome to attend future 
meetings. 
 
Bruce McIntosh 
Bruce provided some information about a recent Hatchery Managers meeting held at the Big K Ranch in 
Elkton.  All but one of the ODFW hatcheries were represented at this two day face to face meeting. 
 
Marc Johnson led a fish culture discussion with the group. There were also discussions about the OHRC 
science currently being implemented in hatcheries such as the biter study, the Elk River telemetry study and 
changes in water sources for the broodstock program. Through the implementation of these studies we will 
see what impact if any these changes will have on hatchery practices and future design.     
 
Marc Johnson and Bruce McIntosh 
Marc and Bruce mentioned that the finances used to fund our current projects seem to be in good shape and 
on track.  

Tommy Sheridan Offer 

Brad Halverson 
Brad discussed a letter received by Tommy Sheridan, a former OSU student who lived and volunteered at 
the OHRC for a short time. Tommy is interested in paying us back for the time that he was able to stay at the 
facility while he was going to school. The Board discussed that there was nothing more required of Tommy 
and that Joseph would send a note to Tommy thanking him for the offer.  

Discussions about Future Short Term Projects 
Brad Halverson  
This Board is a valuable resource and we have exceptional talent in this room. In order for us to maintain 
funding to do this great work we have to show the application of science. We should think of our canvas not 
only as this facility, we have many partners in this work. Let’s go around the room and hear any ideas that 
you all may have for short term projects.  
 
Chuck Pavlik 
Chuck discussed imprinting smolt in hatcheries pre-release and what benefits we may be able to gain from 
that science. Chuck currently volunteers on a cormorant hazing project 5 weeks per year in Alsea tidewater 
and bay trying to keep the cormorants from eating the smolts on their way to the ocean. Chuck provided a 
handout with drawings of a simple pulley device which could be installed over raceways at hatcheries to 
simulate a cormorant flying over or swooping down and a raceway full of natural trees and boulders for 
protection. His idea is that if we can condition or imprint the smolts to be weary of the cormorant it would be 
less likely to school up and surface on their way to the ocean and be eaten in such great numbers. Marc 
Johnson said that this study had been done in the past. There may be more discussion about this idea at 
future meetings.  
 
Ted Simon 
Ted asked what would happen if we dumped the smolt farther down river, closer to the ocean and whether 
or not that would have any effect on the number of smolt eaten by the cormorants. Carl Schreck noted that 
smolt move to the ocean at night on an outgoing tide so it is possible that timing of the release may have an 
impact. Carl also noted that the culling of smolts by cormorants may be a natural way of removing these 
smolts with already reduced fitness who would not likely survive in the ocean anyway.  Marc Johnson also 
commented that this practice would likely increase straying by hatchery fish.  
 
Jim Pex  
Jim asked the Board what it takes to implement science in the hatcheries and whether or not the hatchery 
managers have the ability to implement changes if they choose.  
 
Marc Johnson 
Marc said that the hatcheries are keen on the idea of implementing changes and getting out in front of the 
science when possible. Bruce McIntosh noted that there is a process that must be followed to implement any 
major change in the hatcheries where any listed fish are concerned. Hatcheries cannot make these 
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decisions independently. ODFW has to get approval though the Hatchery Scientific Review Group (HSRG) 
before most any change can be implemented.  
 
Brad Halverson  
Brad reminded the Board that in the past they had discussed putting together an elevator speech as part the 
OHRC communications plan. This speech or bulleted list could be shared when speaking to groups, friends 
or anyone who would benefit from hearing about the OHRC and the science happening here. Ted Simons as 
the newest Board member hasn’t heard much of that past discussion on what that speech might sound like 
and would like something to use when he has the opportunity to share in the community. 

Presentation 

Maureen Hess 
Maureen presented on two anadromous fish monitoring programs, Parental Based Tagging (PBT) and 
Genetic Stock Identification (GSI) which are currently being used to genotype the entire Columbia Basin.   
This project is a large collaborative effort between multiple agencies. 
 
PBT is a promising alternative to traditional coded-wire tag (CWT) methodologies for monitoring 
and evaluating hatchery stocks. This approach involves the genotyping of hatchery broodstock and uses 
parentage assignments to identify the origin and brood year of their progeny through a small tissue clip DNA 
sample. Unlike CWT, PBT tags can be collected non-lethally.  
 
GSI is a method that has been used for decades in fisheries. It uses a genetic baseline of source populations 
to identify the most likely origins of fish.  

OHRC Research Project Updates 

Michael Blouin 
Michael provided an update on his studies of reduced fitness of hatchery fish in the wild. He is trying to 
identify how domestication may affect fitness of hatchery steelhead. Michael and his team are currently 
looking at boldness verses shyness phenotype and a suite of other genetically correlated behavioral traits.  
 
Maryam Kamran 
Maryam provided an update on the Olfactory Imprinting and Homing study and the Elk River Telemetry study.  
 
The Olfactory Imprinting and Homing study is using arginine exposed fish at the OHRC to determine at what 
point during rearing do Chinook imprint on their natal water.  Fish are also being sampled at Elk River 
Hatchery for signs that they are imprinting and will be compared with the arginine exposed fish. Maryam has 
been working to identify the ideal imprinting window, selecting the final candidate odorant and working on 
learning and conditioning of the fish being used in the study. 
 
The Elk River Telemetry study is being coordinated by Shannon Richardson from the Coastal Chinook 
Research and Monitoring Program (CCRMP) at the Corvallis Research Lab.  Her team will be collecting data 
for this study to determine the movement behavior of hatchery and wild Chinook salmon.  Information will 
provide insight toward current straying patterns of hatchery salmon, and compare these with wild fish.  
Otoliths may be collected and analyzed to provide additional information.  
 
Maryam Kamran and David Noakes are hosting an Elk River Salmon Seminar in October to provide updates 
on the efforts to quantify and reduce the stray rate of Chinook salmon on the Elk River and will discuss the 
telemetry tracking project happening there this fall.  
 
Oregon Public Broadcasting will be doing a piece on these two studies at the Elk River Hatchery soon. There 
are also scientific publications about these projects in the works.  
 
Heather Auld 
Heather provided a Mate Choice Study update. 
 
In February of this year Heather Auld, Michael Banks and David Noakes submitted a research review paper 
to Fish Biology and Fisheries for publication. In June, they were asked for major revisions to the paper which 
they are completing now and are due this week. 
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Public Comment 

No public comment  

Ideas for Future Guest Speakers 

Brad Halverson 
Brad asked each of the Board members think about and submit one name to the Board as a future guest 
speaker. The speaker should present on something within the scope of the Board’s mission. At the December 
Board meeting Marc Johnson and Craig Busack will present to the Board and in March Carl Schreck will 
present on the Surrogate Program.  

Closing Remarks 

Brad Halverson 
Brad thanked everyone for attending and adjourned the meeting.  The next meeting will be held in the 
Classroom at ODFW Headquarters in Salem on Tuesday, December 4, 2018. 

Adjourn 

Meeting was adjourned at 2:06 p.m. 
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